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Percorso Fortezza

The Municipality of Scarperia and San Piero is made up of two unique medieval villages. 
According to the official list drawn up by ANCI (national association of Italian 
municipalities), Scarperia is among the most beautiful villages in Italy and boasts a unique 
medieval history. San Piero stands near the Sieve river, characterised as a village that has 
seen its importance grow thanks to the bridge over the Sieve, which acts as a strategic 
passage for reaching the Giogo Pass. The fourteenth-century residences, the illustrious 
buildings, the parish churches and the traditional museums that populate the two 
villages undoubtedly constitute a rich artistic and cultural heritage that deserves a visit. 

Before combining into a single Municipality, Scarperia and San Piero 
were already united by history thanks to the presence of the Medici, 
who were originally from these lands and where they left signs of their 
prestigious dominion. However, both villages pre-existed the Medici 
family: San Piero a Sieve had already developed as an important 
crossroads in the Middle Ages, and Scarperia was founded in 1306 by 
the Florentine Republic as a military outpost and, by establishing a vicar, 
a “new land” to control the population and the trans-Apennine visibility. www.comune.scarperiaesanpiero.fi.it

Medical services: 0573 454545
State Police (Carabinieri) Scarperia: 055 846016
State Police (Carabinieri) San Piero a Sieve: 055 848002
Tourist Office: 055 84527185/6 - 8468165 - 8487241
Pro-site (proloco) Scarperia: www.prolocoscarperia.it
Pro-site (proloco) San Piero a Sieve: 
www.prolocosanpieroasieve.it

USEFUL INFORMATIONHISTORICAL BACKGROUNDWHY VISIT SCARPERIA AND SAN PIERO?
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BOSCO AI FRATI 
CONVENT AND MUSEUM 
 
Founded by the Ubaldini family 
before the year 1000, the convent is 
considered to be one of the oldest 
in Tuscany. Until 1206, it was 
occupied by several hermits and 
then donated, together with a large 
part of the woods, to St. Francis of 
Assisi, who in 1212, founded one of 
the most important Franciscan 
monasteries. In 1273, San 
Bonaventura lived there, the name 
of whom is given to the church. In 
1420, Cosimo de’ Medici remodelled 
the church and convent upon a 
project by Michelozzi. Many of the 
first Medici in the convent left 
precious donations, amongst 
which the precious wooden crucifix 
attributed to Donatello, today 
preserved in the small sacred art 
museum next to the convent.

�

ST. AGATHA PARISH 
CHURCH, COLLECTION 
OF SACRED ART AND 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
MUSEUM

In the small hamlet of Sant’Agata 
lie three gems of historical 
cultural interest. Dating back to 
the year 1000, the parish church is 
one of the greatest expressions of 
Romanesque in the Mugello. 
Adjacent to it, one can visit a 
collection of sacred art that 
houses works of varying types 
and characteristics. Finally, 
annexed to the parish church’s 
architectural complex is the 
Archaeological Documentation 
Centre, where evidence relating 
to the prehistoric age, as well as 
the Etruscan and Roman 
settlements in Sant’Agata village, 
are gathered. 

�

LEPRINO ARTISAN LIFE 
MUSEUM

The museum constitutes a small 
village made of papier-mâché 
where the inhabitants are not 
fictional characters, but based on 
real men and women, whose 
trades are an integral part of 
Sant’Agata life. For years, Faliero 
Lepri – known as Leprino – built 
his village, giving life to a 
representation of his community 
with figurines in wood and 
papier-mâché animated by small 
recycled motors. The visit will 
astound young and old alike.

�

MUGOT – TUSCAN 
GOTHIC MUSEUM
 
The museum preserves the 
memory the September 1944 
events that saw the Apennines 
north of Florence as protagonists. 
The sector between the Futa Pass 
and the Giogo Pass was in fact 
the scene of intense attacks 
launched along the Gothic Line, 
which was the last line of defence 
created by the German army in 
Italy. 

�

THE BRIZZOLARI SPACE

This multifunctional space was 
created with the intention of 
broadening the museum 
concept, starting from the art of 
the versatile Florentine contem-
porary artist Antonio Brizzolari. 
The route is designed to 
accompany visitors on an artistic, 
artisanal, recreational-therapeu-
tic journey that, at the same time, 
offers the opportunity to enjoy an 
original environment in which 
they can concretely engage in 
expressive activity under the 
guidance of experts.

�

MEDICI FORTRESS OF 
ST. MARTIN

The fortress of St. Martin is one of 
the largest Italian fortifications of 
all time and among the most 
impressive in Europe. Cosimo I 
had it built in 1569 with the aim of 
establishing a fortress on the 
family’s estate, as well as for the 
Florentine state. Today, it is 
privately owned but it is possible 
to walk around its walls, enjoying 
a wonderful mixture of history 
and nature.

�

TREBBIO CASTLE

The castle was built by 
Michelozzo Michelozzi, 
commissioned by Cosimo de’ 
Medici, upon the ruins of a 
previous feudal tower. Situated in 
a prominent position, the castle 
and neighbouring dwellings 
boast important guests dating 
back to distant times. Adored by 
Lorenzo the Magnificent, 
especially for hunting, it was 
inhabited for a long time by the 
famous soldier of fortune 
Giovanni delle Bande Nere, his 
wife Maria Salviati and his son 
Cosimo I. In 1476, it hosted a 
young Amerigo Vespucci, fleeing 
the plague in Florence. 
Notwithstanding inevitable 
restorations, the castle has 
preserved all its original beauty. 
In 2013, the Trebbio Castle was 
officially recognised as a UNESCO 
world heritage site.

�

THE VICARI PALACE 
AND FERRI TAGLIENTI
(Sharp Tools) MUSEUM

A symbolic monument of 
Scarperia village, it was the 
headquarters of the vicar sent by 
the Florentine Republic to 
manage a vast extension of the 
Mugellan countryside. The palace 
hosts a precious historical archive 
and the ancient bell tower clock, 
which is the work of the great 
Florentine architect Filippo 
Brunelleschi, as well as the 
Museum, which celebrates the 
500-year knife-making tradition.


